ARE YOU READY FOR ARROW TAG?

A hybrid mix of Paintball, Archery and Dodgeball – take the best bits and you have Arrow Tag!

What happens when you combine Archery and Dodgeball... you get something amazing, you get Arrow Tag! With just a foam-tipped arrow and one of our awesome coloured bows you can immerse yourself in an epic battle between friends, workmates and even just unsuspecting people you’ve just met!

In every location where Archery Attack operates we run mobile Arrow Tag events. Just get a group together and then choose a location to play – because we’re fully mobile and can bring the fun to you. We can even help find locations if you’re needing some suggestions.

We’re able to host events anytime, anywhere and for any occasion!
PARTIES
Birthdays | Hens | Bucks | Social Gatherings

CORPORATE
Team Building | Events | End of Year Functions

SCHOOLS
Safe Archery | Target Shooting | Arrow Tag

WHERE ARE WE?

OUTDOORS
We are a fully mobile operator. That means we bring the equipment, staff and most importantly the fun to your location of choice! We’ll include travel up to 30 mins but contact us if you would like to play further afield.

INDOOR ARENAS
Check out our first Indoor Arena in Australia! You can drop in and play at Melbourne on our dedicated battlefield for up to 50 players at once!

GLOBAL
We sell our awesome, fully customisable equipment globally. That’s right, you can buy our equipment and we’ll deliver worldwide! We also offer optional franchise packages allowing you to join the family!

BOOK NOW

AS FEATURED ON

BOSS HUNTING | USA TODAY SPORTS | blessthisstuff | ESPN | UNILAD

GLOBAL PARTNERS

EVENT INFORMATION

Requirements
What to wear
How long is an event
You can play Arrow Tag at your local park, gym, oval, home or work venue (indoors and outdoors) to name a few potential locations. For a 10 bow event we need a nice green patch of grass about 19×20 metres (that's about the size of a tennis court) and for a 20 bow event about 20×30 metres.

There aren't many weather conditions that will stop a game or Archery Attack so be dressed appropriately. We recommend closed trainers to protect your toes. If it rains a light waterproof jacket or alternatively a change of clothes and a towel. When the sun is shining you get pretty hot so suncream is essential.

For our mobile events they usually last 2 hours, however we can vary this as required.

If you're visiting one of our warehouse locations stay for as long as you like!